1. Julia S. Buffington Diary
   Julia Stevens Buffington Diary. Vol. 2. 1894. Special Collections MSN/MN 8009-1-B

2. Sports


3. Religion
   US Catholic Church and Foreign Relations


   US Catholic Church and Global Social Welfare
4. Politics
Manuscripts
Kennan, George, and John Lukacs. Correspondence, 1952 – 2004. Rare Books MSN/MN 5018

The Richard J. O’Melia Collection. This ND Alum (Class of ’39) was a lawyer who worked for the U.S. Senate Government Operations Committee and later became Director of the Bureau of Enforcement for the Civil Aeronautics Board. He collected material having to do with U.S. congressional investigations of communism and subversive activities. (Located in ND Archives—Hesburgh Library, 6th floor)

Printed Works


5. Travel / Culture
Tillotson, Queena Marion. Manuscript Diary of Opera Singer and Voice Teacher, Queena Marion Tillotson, a.k.a "Queena Mario," 1949. (In-process; Accession no: 2017-40)

6. Visual Culture
Olympic Games Berlin 1936: The Olympic Ideal. 1935? Special Collections MSSP 5000-69-F2

Young & Rubicam Incorporated. Warning—An Alert to All Rumor Wardens. Three cancerous campaigns launched by the Nazi propaganda machine are currently making headway in this country . . . Young & Rubicam Incorporated, n.d.


Other Library Resources
American Studies LibGuide: libguides.library.nd.edu/AmericanStudies
Databases of Primary Sources (paste title into “Databases” tab on the library website)
- Popular Culture in Britain and America, 1950-1975
- Global Commodities
- World’s Fairs

Need Help?
Rachel Bohlmann, US History, American Studies, Gender Studies Librarian: rbohlman@nd.edu
George Rugg, Curator, Americana, Joyce Sports Collection: grugg@nd.edu
Julie Tanaka, Curator, Rare Books; Western European History Librarian: jtanaka1@nd.edu